MEDIA RELEASE: Embargoed 9am Thu 4 Nov 2021

SUMMER NIGHTS BECKON BENEATH SOMERVILLE’S PINES
LOTTERYWEST FILMS
Mon 22 Nov 2021 – Sun 3 April 2022
Explore a world of delights at Perth’s most scenic outdoor cinema

Hayley McElhinney, Tasma Walton, Sally Phillips and Caroline Brazier in the WAmade film How to Please a Woman.

Summer nights at UWA Somerville will be brighter and bolder than ever with the State’s sharpest new
projector showcasing the best in world cinema under the stars at Perth’s most iconic outdoor venue.
Enjoy a picnic with family and friends beneath the pines before being transported around the globe by
a glorious array of films from legendary directors, famous stars and brilliant award-winning new
talents.
Opening on 22 November, the Lotterywest Films program spans 21 films over 19 weeks. Endearing
human stories unfold against timeless European backdrops, bustling African urban centres and pristine
Asian landscapes in the highest definition UWA Somerville has ever seen.
The Festival has acquired the State’s brightest projector (4k at 40,000 lumens) to go with our state-ofthe-art sound system to give our audiences the ultimate outdoor film experience.
Whether you want to take a wild adventure with Tilda Swinton, discover two very different but
extraordinary stories with Charlotte Rampling, be scandalised by director Paul Verhoeven or have a
laugh with Sally Phillips and Erik Thomson, there truly is something for everyone in the 2021-22
Lotterywest Films season.

Perth Festival Film Program Associate Tom Vincent’s handpicked selections include major new films by
some of the most significant filmmakers of the past 40+ years – Paul Verhoeven (Benedetta), Joachim
Trier (The Worst Person in the World), Zhang Yimou (One Second) and Apichatpong Weerasethakul
(Memoria).

Memoria Cr. Sandro Kopp

Breaking from the multi-screen film release tradition, director
Weerasethakul is only presenting Memoria as a touring
roadshow, city to city and screen by screen. The ‘neverending theatrical tour’ means the Cannes Jury Prize-winning
film will never go to video, on-demand or on DVD. Memoria
is set to be an instant classic, touring the world one audience
at a time and comes to Perth on 24 January for one week
only.

French film fanatics will delight with five of the season’s films in
French, including documentary The Velvet Queen, the uplifting
coming of age story La Traviata, My Brothers and I, the
controversial Benedetta, Lingui, The Sacred Bonds and After
Love. And the Australian premiere of Murina (Executive
Producer Martin Scorsese) takes audiences to the Balkan seas
in a father – daughter drama which won the 2021 Cannes Film
Festival Caméra d’Or (best first feature film).

Murina Cr. Antitalent RTFeatures

Closer to home we will celebrate the world-premiere of How to Please a Woman, the WA-made warmhearted look at sexuality and vulnerability starring Sally Phillips (Bridget Jones’ Diary), Erik Thomson
(The Furnace, premiered at Lotterywest Films 2021) and directed by Renée Webster (The Heights). This
comedy-drama was shot in Perth and Somerville audiences will be sure to catch glimpses of Fremantle
throughout.
Across the Tasman in New Zealand, Emmy, Golden Globe and Academy-Award nominated star
Charlotte Rampling takes on the role of feisty alcohol-fuelled Ruth, who battles her self-destructive
grandson (up and coming Kiwi star George Ferrier) in Juniper. It stands in stark contrast to her
performance as a sceptical Abbess in Verhoeven’s 17th Century lesbian-nun drama Benedetta.
The program also shines a light on stunning films by explosive new filmmaking talents including Marie
Amiguet (The Velvet Queen), Jasmila Žbanić (Quo Vadis, Aida?), Ben Sharrock (Limbo), Antoneta Alamat
Kusijanović (Murina), Juho Kuosmanen (Compartment № 6), Aleem Khan (After Love), Nathalie Álvarez
Mesén (Clara Sola), Jonas Poher Rasmussen (Flee), Panah Panahi (Hit the Road).
‘Each one has made a film that is outstanding, fresh, something hitherto unknown and unseen; we will
hear much, much more from all of them,’ Tom Vincent says. ‘The older generation, and the new, are
united in in distinction, in personality, and in artistry.

‘And I’m especially happy that Perth’s own Renée
Webster and her wonderful film How to Please a
Woman are integral to this year’s celebration of all that
is cinematically great and interesting, and that Perth
Festival can help launch her work to the world.’
Acting Lotterywest CEO Ioannis Gerothanasis said
Lotterywest is proud to continue its support of more
than 30 years to Perth Festival.
Clara Sola Cr. Rialto Film Distribution

‘Thanks to the support of Western Australians playing Lotterywest games we can support events that
bring our community together,” Mr Gerothanasis said.
‘Lotterywest Films is a chance to enjoy some of the world’s best films in what’s become one of our
State’s most iconic outdoor cinemas.
Lotterywest Films runs from Monday 22 November 2021 – Sunday 3 April 202 as part of Perth Festival
2021. Tickets available from 10am Thursday 4 November.
Perth Festival runs 11 February – 6 March February 2022, full program available at
www.perthfestival.com.au from 15 November.
EPKS and images are available at www.perthfestival.com.au/media
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Perth Festival acknowledges the Noongar people who continue to practise their values, language,
beliefs and knowledge on their kwobidak boodjar. They remain the spiritual and cultural birdiyangara
of this place and we honour and respect their caretakers and custodians and the vital role Noongar
people play for our community and our Festival to flourish.
ABOUT PERTH FESTIVAL
Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, Perth Festival is the longest running
international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier cultural event. The Festival has
developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its international program, the presentation of new
works and the highest quality artistic experiences for its audience. For 70 years, the Festival has
welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest living artists and now connects with hundreds of
thousands of people each year.
Iain Grandage is the Artistic Director 2020–24.

LOTTERYWEST FILMS
DATES & TIMES
Mon 22 – Sun 28 Nov 8pm
Mon 29 Nov – Sun 5 Dec 8pm
Mon 6 – Sun 12 Dec 8pm
Mon 13 – Sun 19 Dec 8pm
Mon 20 – Fri 24 Dec, Sun 26 Dec 8pm
Mon 27 Dec – Sun 2 Jan 8pm
Mon 3 – Sun 9 Jan 8pm
Mon 10 – Sun 16 Jan 8pm
Mon 17 – Sun 23 Jan 8pm
Mon 24 – Sun 30 Jan 8pm* (*Wed 26 Jan 8.30pm)
Mon 31 Jan – Sun 6 Feb 8pm
Mon 7 – Sun 13 Feb 8pm
Mon 14 – Sun 20 Feb 7.30pm
Mon 21 – Sun 27 Feb 7.30pm
Mon 28 Feb – Sun 6 Mar 7.30pm
Mon 7 – Sun 13 Mar 7.30pm
Mon 14 – Sun 20 Mar 7.30pm
Mon 21 – Sun 27 Mar 7.30pm

UWA SOMERVILLE
The Worst Person In The World
The Velvet Queen°
Lingui, The Sacred Bonds
Juniper
La Traviata, My Brothers And I°
How To Please A Woman (world premiere)
Benedetta°
Quo Vadis, Aida?
Limbo
Memoria
Murina°
To Chiara
Compartment No 6
After Love
Clara Sola°
Flee
One Second
Hit The Road
° Australian Premiere

Mon 27 Dec – Sun 2 Jan 8pm
Mon 14 – Sun 20 Mar 7.30pm

Sparkles (screening before How to Please a Woman)
Wirun (screening before Compartment No 6)

Mon 21 – Sun 27 Mar 7.30pm

Two Sands (screening before Lingui, The Sacred Bonds)

THE SEASON AHEAD
THE WORST PERSON IN THE WORLD (Denmark) | Trailer
Winner best actress 2021 Cannes Film Festival
A sparky, innovative comedy-drama which follows thirty-year-old Julie as she navigates life and
romantic choices, eventually taking a realistic look at who she really is. Equally laugh-out-loud funny
and heartbreaking, this is a film for grownups who feel like they still haven’t grown up.
THE VELVET QUEEN (France) | Trailer
Poetic documentary The Velvet Queen follows two friends on a journey across the Tibetan highlands to
document the mysterious and extremely illusive snow leopard. Deeply moving images of pristine
landscapes and the marvellous creatures populating Tibet are brought to life by a vivid score from
Warren Ellis in a film celebrates the beauty of the world and starts a conversation about the place of
humans in it.

LINGUI, THE SACRED BONDS (Chad) | Trailer
In his latest film, Chadian cinema pioneer Mahamat-Saleh Haroun takes us into the hidden lives of
women and the often-secret networks they weave to survive. Effortlessly evocative and stunning in its
weighted use of silence and reserved perspective, Lingui, The Sacred Bonds is a triumph of
determination and bravery.
JUNIPER (New Zealand) | Trailer
Kiwi film-maker Matthew Saville’s first feature length film is an entertaining yet unsettling family
drama that breaks down generational boundaries with humour and poignancy. The film follows selfdestructive teenager Sam, who has been suspended from boarding school, he returns home to find his
wheelchair-bound English grandmother, Ruth (beautifully brought to life by the legendary Charlotte
Rampling) has moved in. The crazy time Sam spends with this funny, rude, fearless and flirtatious old
woman turns both of their lives around.
LA TRAVIATA, MY BROTHERS AND I (France) | Trailer
A long, sun-kissed summer in their downmarket coastal hometown lies before Nour and his older
brothers. Nour is 13, old enough to work and so become more of a man, with each brother offering a
version of what that could mean. Nour is drawn to the singing classes he hears on his summer job and
this ‘feminine’ calling clashes with his macho culture. This warm, vivid film conjures empathy for all
types of ‘bro’.
HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN (Australia)
World Premiere
Some of the finest Australian filmmaking talent and South Fremantle life are front and centre in this
holiday world premiere that takes a warm-hearted look at sexuality and vulnerability at all stages of
life. A beautifully-handled comedy-drama that expertly balances intimacy and humour, this witty and
inspiring film shows a woman learning to ask for what she wants — in all aspects of her life — and
encouraging other women to do the same.
BENEDETTA (France) | Trailer
In the late 17th century, Benedetta Carlini joins a Tuscan convent as a novice. Here her disturbing
religious and erotic visions, stigmata and affair with a fellow nun upset and challenge the Church
hierarchy. Director Paul Verhoeven knows how to mix the serious and provocative with humour and
self-aware outrageousness. Benedetta has his trademark shock factor style, but it is also a thoughtful,
sensuous and sophisticated film — a mustsee for anyone seeking a thrill.
QUO VADIS, AIDA (Bosnia & Herzegovina) | Trailer
Oscar nominee Best International Feature Film 2021
Drawing on the true events of the 1995 fall of Srebrenica, Jasmila Žbanić’s astonishing thriller tells the
story of a United Nations translator attempting to save the lives of her family, whilst pandemonium
and escalating conflict rages around them. Quo Vadis, Aida? is a heart-rending story of courage and
resilience in the face of man’s terrible capabilities and a profoundly moving, intensely personal story of
a mother's fight to keep her family together. As fierce and spellbinding as its lead performance, this
unforgettable film is testament to the indomitable human spirit.

LIMBO (UK) | Trailer
Winner Best Film 2020 Cairo & Macau Film Festivals
Omar is a promising young musician separated from his Syrian family and stuck on a remote Scottish
island. Barred from working and forced to take ridiculous cultural-awareness classes, he awaits the fate
of his asylum request. With pitch perfect wit and crisp observation, Ben Sharrock’s melancholic
comedy shines a light on the hearts and lives of those at the centre of a refugee crisis that most of us
only experience through headlines.
MEMORIA (Colombia/Thailand) | Trailer
Winner Jury Prize 2021 Cannes Film Festival
When a Scottish botanist living in Bogotá, Colombia starts to experience strange sounds that only she
can hear she sets out to find out why. Unique, deeply mysterious and with a twist that will make you
question everything, Memoria is a languid, calm and patient narrative woven into a meticulously
designed land and soundscape. It’s 100% cinema and 0% like anything else.
MURINA (Croatia) | Trailer
Winner Golden Camera 2021 Cannes Film Festival
On the surface, 16-year-old Julija’s life looks like paradise, but a deeper dive shows she and her mother
Nela must carefully navigate the oppressive rule of controlling father and husband Ante. Beautifully
crafted, sensually charged and with some electrifying drama taking place (literally) beneath the
Mediterranean surface, this psychological drama and tale of a young woman’s struggle for
independence will completely captivate you.
TO CHIARA (Italy) | Trailer
Winner Best Film 2021 Zurich Film Festival
After her sister’s 18th birthday party, teenager Chiara wakes to discover her father has disappeared.
She decides to investigate and her search takes her into the dark underbelly of the Calabrian mafia.
What begins as a portrayal of adolescent bliss, becomes a sinister thriller about a young girl losing her
innocence. Told with documentary-like authenticity by rising star of a resurgent Italian cinema, Jonas
Carpignano, To Chiara is a touching, powerful drama of two kinds of ‘family’ - criminal and blood.
COMPARTMENT No 6 (Finland) | Trailer
Winner Grand Prix 2021 Cannes Film Festival
When Finnish grad student Laura enters her cheap sleeper cabin on a train from Moscow to
Murmansk, she’s dismayed to find vodka-swilling, trash-talking young Russian Ljoha, who is heading to
work in the mines. They have 1200 miles and two days together, a worrisome prospect at first, but
what transpires between them is warm, surprising and achingly human. Compartment № 6 is a wryly
observed and intimate character study that celebrates the beautiful loneliness that ties us together.
AFTER LOVE (UK) | Trailer
UK’s Joanna Scanlan gives the best performance of her career as Mary, a British Muslim convert who is
devastated by the sudden death of her husband Ahmed. Sorting out his personal effects, she discovers
a terrible betrayal — he was leading a secret life over the channel in Calais. Still numb she heads to

France to learn the truth. As she grapples with her shattered sense of identity, her search for
understanding has surprising consequences. With sensitive, insightful direction Aleem Khan’s stunning
debut feature asks important questions about identity, culture and sacrifice.
CLARA SOLA (Costa Rica) | Trailer
In a remote village in Costa Rica a 40-year-old healer, Clara, is believed to have a special connection to
God. When a newcomer arrives in town, Clara experiences a sexual and mystical awakening that has
disruptive effects on her family but sets her on a path to free herself from the repressive religious and
social conventions that have dominated her life. Nathalie Álvarez Mesen's mesmerising, yet unsettling,
debut is deeply immersed in nature and the sensory world, offering a defiant challenge to prejudice
and repression.
FLEE (Denmark) | Trailer
Winner Grand Jury Prize 2021 Sundance Film Festival
Flee is heartbreaking, moving and impossible to forget. Through vivid animation, and a smattering of
archival footage, Danish director Jonas Poher Rasmussen’s ground-breaking documentary Flee weaves
together a stunning tapestry of memories and reflections to tell the story of a man grappling with his
past to find his true self and the real meaning of home.
ONE SECOND (China) | Trailer
The latest touching drama from giant of international cinema, Zhang Yimou (House of Flying Daggers,
Ju Dou), celebrates cinema and its many powers. With elements of classic silent movie slapstick and set
against a striking Gobi Desert landscape, One Second is thoughtful entertainment from a major film
artist.
HIT THE ROAD (Iran)
Winner Best Film 2021 London Film Festival
A family is on a road trip across Iran to a mysterious border destination. On the way there is much
hilarity, much scolding and much chatting about pop music and Batman. But there’s also pain, of a kind
that we can glimpse occasionally, but which only comes fully into view in this film’s beautifully
transformative final stretches.
SHORT FILMS
SPARKLES (Western Australia)
A 30-something-year-old woman with Down syndrome leaves her past behind and runs away from a
small country town, heading towards the city. Along her way, she makes an unlikely friendship with a
drag queen from the outback and the two embark on a journey together.
WIRUN (Western Australia)
As Garang struggles on his first day at high school in Australia, memories of being lost in South Sudan
are triggered. When past and present collide, Garang must find a way to bridge the gap between
where he is and where he's come from.

TWO SANDS (Western Australia)
Noongar high school student Erin wants to perform like the others in her drama class, but
Shakespeare’s old language won't come out. Determined to prove herself she practices to the breaking
point, using her cultural strength and specifically her language to finally find some form of meaning.
This is a First Nation story for those finding their voice in a colonial world.

